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 Resistance of ship and Volume of fluid (VOF) method 

 Wave resistance is one of the most important part of the total 

resistance of the ship. 

 

 Free-surface method for the wave resistance should be considered 

to get total resistance of the ship. 

 

 To handle free-surface flow, VOF have been widely used even it has a 

disadvantages of interface smearing. 

 

 In the case of a displacement ship such as KCS, KVLCC, the interface 

smearing is negligible to get total resistance. 

 

 However, the interface smearing is important in a high speed surface 

craft. 
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 Characteristics of the high speed surface craft 

 The high speed surface craft is mostly supported by hydrodynamic lift 

force rather than buoyancy force. 

 The lift force directly influences the running attitude of the surface 

craft such as trim and sinkage. 

 Pressure distribution is strongly related to the solution of a free-

surface flow around a surface craft. 
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 Effect of interface smearing to surface craft 

 Bottom of the surface craft is not enough wet due to the interface 

smearing. 

 Volume fraction should be 1 on wetted surface area 

 Interface smearing makes volume fraction < 1 on wetted surface area 

 Inappropriate pressure acting on the wetted surface area can be 

calculated  

Density and viscosity of the fluid are depend on volume fraction 

 Pressure distribution is related to external force and moment acting 

on the craft 

 Running attitude is sensitive to external force and moment acting on 
the crafr 

Difficult to calculate trim and sinkage 

 Total resistance of the surface craft is unsuitable 
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 Interface compression (Rusche, 2002) 

 Introduced artificial velocity formulation to reduce smearing solution 

near the interface. 

 The formulation used a compression term which contains a constant 

coefficient. 

 The method has great advantages of keeping sharp interface but 

shows unphysical solution sometimes. 

 

 Flow around a KCS (Park, 2002) 

 Keep sharp interface but shows oscillating free-surface solution 

when high interface compression term is applied. 
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 Adaptive compression (Piro and Maki, 2013) 

 Used an adaptive compression coefficient which is based on angle of 

flow direction and free-surface to avoid unphysical solution 

 Applied adaptive compression to entry flow only because interface 

compression is desirable in entry flow 

 

 Present work 

 Introduce a Dynamic compression 

 Interface compression coefficient is decided by angle of flow 

direction, flow speed and mesh size 

 The dynamic compression do not distinguish flow type 
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 Motivation of the dynamic interface compression 

 Characteristic of the interface capturing scheme for VOF 

High resolution differencing scheme such as CICSAM and HRIC use a 
blending function to mix upwind and downwind scheme. 

Downwind scheme keeps sharp interface but shows unphysical 
interface solution when the flow direction is normal to interface 

 Thus, the blending function is a function of the flow direction and 
angle of the interface 

 

 A constant interface compression coefficient does not consider the 

flow direction and angle of the interface 

 It makes unphysical interface solution sometimes 

 

 Present work consider the flow direction and angle of the interface 

likewise blending function of the CICSAM and HRIC 
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 Dynamic interface compression coefficient 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Interface compression coefficient should be 0 to 1 depending on flow 

and interface direction 

 The dynamic interface compression suppress unphysical interface 

phenomena  
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 Validation 

 The method is applied to flow around a prismatic body for validation 

 The shape of the prismatic body is decided by variables  
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 Test condition 

 Cv is a Froude number based on beam of the prismatic body 

 

 

 

 

 Computational domain size 

 -20 < x/B < 20 

 -20 < y/B < 0 

 -0.5 < z/B < 2.5 

 

 Total cell counts 

 0.51M hexahedral cells were used 
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Cv [-] λm [-] τ [deg] β [deg] 

12.2 5.11 6.0 20.0 



 Solver and schemes 

 SNUFOAM 

 Based on interDyMFoam to simulate free-surface flow 

 Time scheme 

 1st order Euler implicit 

 Convection and diffusion schemes 

 2nd order upwind 

 2nd order central differencing 

 Pressure-velocity coupling 

 PISO algorithm 

 

 Turbulent closure 

 Realizable k-epsilon model with near wall treatment 
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 Free-surface shape (volume fraction = 0.5) 

 Ca=0 shows not enough wetted surface area 

 Ca=1 shows oscillating interface at stagnation point 

 Present shows appropriate results 
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 Pressure distribution 

 Not enough wetted surface area makes pressure smearing in Ca=0 

 Ca=1 and present shows reasonable pressure distribution 

 The results shows interface smearing is very important in pressure 

distribution 
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Distribution of Ca : different interface 
compression coefficient is applied depend on 
flow field and mesh quality 



 Comparison of pressure coefficient to experiment (Kapryan, 

1955) and formula (Kim, 2013) 

 x/B < 3.5: Ca=0, Ca=1, present show good agreement to experimental 

results 

 x/B > 3.5: Ca=0 shows large underestimated pressure compared to 

experimental results 
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 In the present study 

 Keeping sharp interface is very important to calculate flow around a 

high speed surface craft 

 Interface smearing near the free-surface is influence to running 

attitude and resistance of the surface craft 

 Introduced dynamic interface compression based on Rusche’s 

interface compression method 

 To reduce unphysical interface phenomena, interface compression 

coefficient is dynamically selected based on flow direction and angle 

of the interface 

 The method was validated through flow around a prismatic body 
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 The method will be applied to high speed planing craft 

 Pressure distribution, sinkage and trim are highly different 
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Ca=0 Ca=present 



 The method will be applied to high speed planing craft 

 Ca=0, the volume fraction contour shows highly smeared solution 

 Especially, volume fraction contour 0.5 line is not on the bottom of 
the craft 

 Present shows good sinkage agreement to experiments 
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Ca=0 

Ca=present 

Volume fraction contour Comparisons of negative sikage to experiments 
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